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Congratulations!
You will either be a mother or father soon, or you are already a mother
or father and are starting over at AWK. We would like to support you as
much as possible in combining family and career. We have therefore
compiled the most important legal and AWK-specific information for
you. All supervisors also have access to the information in this brochure.
You can therefore assume that they are at the same level of knowledge
whenever you have a conversation with them.
Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 4 are particularly interesting for fathers.
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Mentoring
AWK offers mentoring for expectant mothers. The mentors are mothers at AWK who have also asked
themselves many of the questions
you might have. They are available to you as contact persons for
specific concerns or for an informal
exchange. As soon as HR learns of
your pregnancy or, in the case of
a new hire, of your maternity, they
will provide you with a mentor on
request. If you would like to have an
exchange before your pregnancy,
you can of course also contact one
of the many mothers at AWK or HR.

Pregnancy
AWK supports you from the first day
you tell us about your pregnancy.
We are happy for you and your expected addition!
Communication with AWK
For AWK, it is advantageous if you
communicate your pregnancy as
soon as possible, so that the most
satisfactory solution can be found
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for your work, your projects and for
the customer. The easiest way is to
contact your supervisor directly. Early communication also helps you to
plan your work and workload and,
for example, your travel activities in
the later months of your pregnancy.
Sick leave
During your pregnancy, you and
your child will be regularly checked
by your doctor. It is possible that you
may be wholly or partially ill because
of your or your child's health. Send
the medical certificate to our financial department as soon as possible
and inform your supervisor. If you
are only able to work partially, this
will be calculated per day, so that
you will have a reduced working
time every day, unless the doctor's
certificate requires a different distribution. For illnesses that are not
related to your pregnancy, such as
colds, you must also present a medical certificate on request (usually
after three days at the latest).
Absence
If you do not feel well, you have the
right by law to stay away from work
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during your entire pregnancy after
informing your supervisor. You do
not need to show a doctor's certificate. However, AWK does not owe
you a salary for this time. It is highly
desirable that you also inform your
customers and, together with your
supervisor, look for alternative solutions (such as internal projects) early
on if these absences become more
frequent.
Transfer of work
The closer the birth is, the more uncertainty there is about your exact
«last working day» before maternity leave. It has turned out that it is
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worthwhile to find a successor one
or two months before the calculated
date and to structure the handover.
At the latest three weeks before the
date, the successor should roughly
know what needs to be done and
where the documents are stored.
The person responsible should also
have been introduced to your customer. After giving birth, you will not
have to spend a single minute for
AWK for several weeks
Please don't forget to set your outof-office message (also for customer
email accounts), to record your absence in the calendar and ideally
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switch off the Skype forwarding.
Also discuss your return with your
supervisor so that it's clear when and
if you are coming back, or when you
will discuss this during your maternity leave (see section Unpaid leave).
Protection against dismissal
After the end of the probationary
period, you are protected from possible dismissal during your entire
pregnancy - even if you have not yet
communicated it - up to and including 16 weeks after the birth. After
that, the usual rules of termination
apply again, even if you are on unpaid leave.

After giving birth
Maternity leave
You are entitled to maternity leave.
It is for recreation. Hence, work at
AWK must be interrupted during
this time. You are not obliged to
read your emails, nor are you expected to be reachable by phone. The
maternity leave begins at the time of
birth. An earlier start is not possible.
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If your re-entry has not yet been finally clarified, an early exchange with
your supervisor is necessary.
In the event of maternity, the continued payment of salary is regulated
in the employment regulations. Extract from 23.11.2018:
•

First year of service:
80% of the salary during 70
working days (= 14 weeks)

•

From 2nd to 5th year of service:
100% of the salary during 70
working days (= 14 weeks)

•

From 6th year of service:
100% of the salary during 80
working days (= 16 weeks)

In the first 8 weeks after birth, working is prohibited according to
Swiss law. After that you can get
back in. You will then receive your
usual wage but no additional maternity allowance. The law also states
that after the 14 weeks, you may stay
at home for two more weeks at your
request (unpaid).
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Paternity leave
As a father, you can take the two
statutory days off when your child
is born. If you want to have a longer
leave, you can take holidays or unpaid leave or compensate for overtime. It is best if you discuss this directly with your supervisor.
Unpaid leave
It is possible to take unpaid leave for the period after the birth of
a child. AWK guarantees you as a
mother a return to your job for six
months after the birth. Each parent
is granted three months in the first
year after the birth. The timing and
duration should be discussed and
determined with your supervisor.
Please discuss this as early as possible, so that the handling of your
work, projects and clients can be arranged. The final decision does not
have to be made before the birth.
Please note that unpaid leave should
also be clarified financially. You can
find the details in our FM-Rgl-06 Insurance Coverage for Unpaid Holiday. In addition to the lack of salary
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payment, the most important benefits that are not paid by AWK are
listed hereafter:
•

Accident insurance - it is advisable to take out a so-called interim insurance with our accident
insurance company. This costs
approx. CHF 40 per month and
means that the accident insurance will continue to exist for
up to six months with the same
conditions as for employment.

FM will be happy to help you with
this.
•

Daily benefits insurance - you
can take out private insurance
with your health insurance company. It is worth comparing the
benefits and premiums.

•

Old Age and Survivors' Insurance (OASI) - if the employee
contribution is at least CHF 482
per year, there is no contribution gap. If the wage deduction is
less in the year of unpaid leave,
you can pay the missing amount
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directly. To do so, please contact the compensation fund in
your canton.
•
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Holidays and 13th month's salary - for each full month that
you are absent from work before or after maternity leave,
your holidays may be reduced
by 1/12. Furthermore, the thirteenth month's salary and profit-sharing will also be reduced
accordingly.
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Part-time workload
At AWK, it is no problem to reduce
your workload for the time after birth
for a certain or indefinite period.
As a rule, a workload of at least 60%
is granted, both for fathers and mothers. As per December 2019, more
than 30% of our employees with
children and 26% of the employees
at AWK were employed with a parttime workload ranging between
40% and 90%.
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It is possible to distribute your working hours to fixed days or to shortened working days. Other distributions and combinations are also
possible after consultation with your
supervisor. If your need your time off
to care for children, it is important
to communicate these times clearly
from the beginning and to keep to
them. Nevertheless, a certain flexibility in exceptional situations is
expected, especially in connection
with customer projects. Please seek
an arrangement with your clients or
your superiors if the required flexibility is too much of a strain for you.
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•

Monthly lump sum expenses
(consultants only)

•

Insured wage (pension fund)

•

Calculation of length of employment for promotions (consltants
only)

No changes apply to the following
items:
•

No adjustment of hours in case
of a possible MBO (individual
target agreements for affected
employees)

•

One-time cost sharing mobile
phone, monthly amount CMN,
one-time cost sharing Noise
Cancelling Headphones

In case of a part-time employment,
the following figures are calculated
pro rata:

•

Gifts (see HR-Rgl-19 Gifts and
seniority gifts see HR-Rgl-02
Employment Regulations)

•

Individual target working hours

•

•

Overtime threshold

Expenses according to expenditure and lump sum per lunch

•

Individual base year salary

•

•

Profit-sharing

Holiday reporting (during the
holidays you book 5 days per
week as holidays)

Hereafter, we list the most important
points on which part-time employment has an influence.
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Illness
•

Do you have certain days off? In
this case, you are not allowed
to write any hours down on these days if you are sick, but 8.5
hours on the other days.

•

If you distribute your job percentages over five days (e.g.
for drop-off/pick-up time at
the daycare), each day counts
equally and you can write down
each day proportionately in
case of illness etc. (according to
para. 4.3.1. employment regulations).

Further remarks for consultants
•

Overtime is paid at 100% up to
the limit for 100% employment.
A surcharge of 25% is only paid
above the limit for 100% employment.

•

Some part-time employees find
that the hours that cannot be
billed tend to remain at a similar
level to 100% (expenses for administration, internal meetings,
company events, bilas usually
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remain the same). It is therefore
quite challenging to achieve the
expected billable hours. If this
applies to you, please do not
hesitate to talk to your superior
in order to find a solution together.
Breastfeeding and breast
pumping
Up to one year after giving birth you
may only be employed with your
consent, provided you are breastfeeding. If you work and breastfeed,
you may not work more than nine
hours a day and the law provides periods for breastfeeding or pumping
in the first year of life of your child.
Depending on your daily workload,
these are paid for by the employer.
See the link to Legal basics on page
15. At AWK, the time used for this is
counted as unproductive working
time. It has to be reported as activity
type 1000 «Various absences» within the legal framework (see hourly
reporting instructions).
AWK offers nursing mothers the following premises for breastfeeding
or pumping milk:
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•

In Zurich there is the possibility
to breastfeed or pump in the
relaxation room or in the monk.
Both rooms are lockable and
have privacy screens.

•

At our other locations, there
are currently no specific rooms
available. AWK is working on
setting up a permanent solution
at all locations as soon as there
is a need.

The pumped milk can be stored in
the refrigerator (all locations).
Due to legal regulations, the great
majority of our clients also have appropriate rooms. Ask your client, for
example via HR.

General information on
family life
Family representative
AWK has internal family representatives, who are available as a contact
for situations that require escalation.
The family representative supports
you if you have a concern and re-
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presents it to your superiors and the
management if necessary.
Currently at your disposal:
Jennifer De Capitani
You are free to look for solutions in
advance via your supervisor or HR.
Staffing rules (consultants only)
If you are tied to specific times because of your child (e.g. drop-off
and pick-up times at the daycare),
AWK will take this into account as
much as possible when staffing. In
particular, the travel times to and
from the client must be taken into
account. As part of staffing, your
needs regarding home office will
also be taken into account as far as
possible.
In case of discrepancies you can
contact one of our family representatives.
Family allowances
The application for family allowances on the intranet lists the current
family allowances. The allowances
correspond to the legal amount
in the canton of your employment
(currently: ZH, BE, BS or VD)
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Sick child
When caring for a sick child, the
employer must be informed. There
is activity type 1000 «Various absences» (instructions for hourly reporting), to which you can report
within the legal framework (usually a
maximum of three working days per
case of illness). If your child is sick for
a longer period, please contact HR.

Under exceptional circumstances
it is permitted to bring children to
the offices of AWK. AWK is currently in the process of putting together
temporary «entertainment boxes» at
all our locations. Please make sure
that our other employees are not
disturbed and that the responsibility
for the children lies entirely with the
parents.

If your child is sick, you do not have
to make up for the working hours.
In the practice of our consulting activities, this is not always possible.
Please contact us early if you have a
bottleneck because of this.

Additional days in daycare
If you have to work on an otherwise free day due to an extraordinary
assignment for AWK, you may have
to organize additional care for your
child. If you therefore have to pay
for additional childcare, you will incur direct costs. In exceptional cases and after prior consultation with
your supervisor, these costs can
be covered at our discretion. If the
costs are not covered, you do not
have to do any work for AWK during
your normal work-free period.

Support bottlenecks
A WhatsApp group for childcare
has been in place since October
2018 for short-term care needs and
emergencies. The group is open to
all AWK employees and offers a care
exchange for short-term care gaps,
which hopefully can be closed with
the support of the volunteer group
participants. If you are interested,
please contact:
jennifer.decapitani@awk.ch
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Concubinage
From the pool of mothers and fathers at AWK, we would like to give
you a few tips on the subject of chil-
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dren in concubinage (without claiming to be complete):

Further relevant forms and protective measures in concubinage

Useful before birth
(sometimes even earlier)

•

Patient Decree: templates can
be found on the Internet

•

•

Pension order: templates can
be found on the Internet and
must be copied by hand.

•

Concubinage contract: may
be useful as a supplement (templates available on the Internet)

•

Inventory list: should be part of
the concubinage contract (templates available on the Internet)

Acknowledgement of paternity: make an appointment at
the civil registry office before
the birth. For nationals and foreigners, various identification
documents and confirmations
regarding residence and home
country are still required. Hence
it is best to call ahead.

•

Custody agreement: can be requested together with the acknowledgement of paternity

•

Release from confidentiality:
should be made before birth:
http://www.konkubinat.ch/
wp-content/uploads/vertrag_
schweigepflicht.pdf

•

Fill in and send in the confirmation of the civil partnership for
the pension fund beneficiary
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Legal basics
In the following table you will find an overview of the legal requirements during your pregnancy and the breastfeeding period.

Figure 1: Maternity and working time arrangements since May 2014
Source: https://www.seco.admin.ch/seco/de/home/Arbeit/Arbeitsbedingungen/Arbeitnehmerschutz/Schwangere-und-Stillende.html

AWK complies with all legal requirements.
If you feel that your rights are not being respected enough, please
do not hesitate to contact your superior, HR, your mentor or one of
the family representatives.
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About AWK Group

AWK Group AG
Leutschenbachstrasse 45
CH-8050 Zurich
Phone +41 58 411 95 00
www.awk.ch
Zurich • Berne • Basel • Lausanne

With more than 330 employees, AWK
is one of the largest independent Swiss
consulting firms for strategy development, information technology and
digitalization. The company is active
throughout Switzerland with offices in
Zurich, Berne, Basel and Lausanne. Its
services include consulting, engineering and project management.

